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Prologue
That Christmas vacation when I first caught sight of my folks who’d aged unrecognizably since my recent visit and then saw the dirt and disorder that had taken
over their immaculate home, I knew two things. The first was that my parents needed
assistance. But almost as clearly, I saw that I too would need help and lots of it!
Although I had no idea then how much help I’d need nor where that help would
come from, I did sense that something very different was happening and that major
changes were ahead. As events unfolded, that prediction proved disarmingly accurate. It was a life changing moment and neither I nor my Mom and Dad would ever
be quite the same again.
My parents, Lillian and Jack Wolf, were then 85 years old and living as they always had – in their home “independently.” But I was no longer their teenage daughter
doing my homework down the hall. I’d grown up and moved a continent away many
years before. Recently in mid-life, I’d returned to graduate school in order to begin
a second career. Earlier that winter I was very busy, building my new practice as a
psychotherapist working with seniors and their families. I’d been excited to share all
of that with my parents.
You might imagine that someone with my background would have been better at
predicting that my parents and I would have “some accommodating” to do as we all
aged. Somehow, I’d managed to plan ahead for very little of that and instead lived
with what, in hindsight, was a surprising level of denial. The bald truth was that
I was an only child and my folks were octogenarians who lived thousands of miles
away from me. What could possibly go wrong?!
Although it seems unimaginable that my parents would conceal their health,
home and how they’d been living from me, it’s not at all uncommon for older parents
to do so. Like Jack and Lillian, many of your parents may have feared the unknown
consequences of “inviting” their family in to help them and, instead, resorted to hiding things from you. Once I saw for myself what was really happening with my folks,
I had to play “catch-up” for not having planned better as well as deal with my grave
concerns for their ill health.
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When I was able to deal with the shock, slow down, respond rather than react and
look more deeply, I discovered that my parents’ needs were vast and pressing. It became apparent I would not only need to make sense of what was happening medically
but step in to repair a whole laundry list of non-medical items for them. Before long I
was wishing I could have taken care of things earlier but recognized I was now trying
to solve problems that, even a day before, I hadn’t considered mine.

The term “POPcycle” describes with eerie precision what happened over time in
my family and what occurs in most other families. The POPcycle starts when the older generation begins to cede some decision-making and control to those in the younger
generation; the younger generation, “adult children,” simultaneously find themselves
taking on more and more responsibility for many aspects of their aging parents’ (and
other beloved relatives’) lives.

When I found a few moments to come up for air, I instinctively turned to books
and the Internet, my usual sources for comprehensive information and perspective. I
was searching for some author, some “expert” to tell me how to become a more caring
and involved daughter at this stage of the Circle of Life.

Dr. Benjamin Spock’s “Baby and Child Care”4 was legendary because his book comforted generations of young parents starting with my own by educating them to the
predictable stages of their children’s developmental cycle. Similarly the authors of
the popular series called “What to Expect When You’re Expecting5” were heralded by
decades of soon-to-be parents for guiding them through the developmental stages of
the life cycle that comprises pregnancy.

As a specialist myself in the field of geriatric psychotherapy, I was familiar with
the literature on aging, death and loss. I’d always regretted that there wasn’t a really
good book – not even a helpful magazine article on “raising” older parents, nothing
useful on television or the web – to recommend to my middle-aged or older patients as
they traversed the journey my parents and I now apparently had begun. In the past
I’d wanted those resources to offer “biblio-therapy1” – intelligent, empathic wisdom –
to help my clients steer their courses during this part of life. Now it was I who was
feeling confused, lonely and bereft: I needed guidance of my own!
I was beginning to understand that I would need to take on a different role ahead
with Jack and Lillian, one requiring skills and qualities I generally associated with
good parenting. I was desperately seeking some smart professor’s book or reputable
organization’s research study to help me make sense of what this new role and my
new job would entail. But nothing was out there. I considered that perhaps this new
relationship with my parents was in fact all about parenting. This was new parenting however, parenting which appeared in a radically different context. It was
“parenting” by adult children who had turned around now to care for elderly parents
who, so long ago, had cared for them.
I could even see ahead to the day when this role reversal would be fully realized:
many of us would quite naturally be “Parenting Our Parents™”2 (or doing POP™ for
short). It was then that I first came to recognize the book I was so longing for: one to
guide me and maybe mentor generations through the phase of a hitherto-unnamed
21st century developmental stage of life I called the POPcycle™3.

What people Parenting Our Parents needed was such a book for our generation’s
new “assignment!” I saw that what I’d so pined to find was a handbook to show me
how to successfully manage the hardest parenting challenge of all: “POParenting” or
parenting those people who’d raised me.
I’d have been overjoyed to have found a single magazine about Parenting Our
Parents like the dozens I’d seen for parenting kids, let alone to have located a whole
book on it! I’d have been ecstatic to have discovered a way to “chat” online with others who, like me, who were wide awake at 3 AM as we tried to figure how to install
grab bars before our parents returned from their post-surgical rehabilitation the next
day.
I still vividly recall my aloneness and yearning for connection, community and
for some words of wisdom from others who were doing for their parents what I’d
begun doing for mine. And if I, with all my geriatric training and experience, were
feeling so lonely and “clueless,” how would someone without all my background and
expertise be able to cope?
I’d watched POParents struggle with the same feelings and issues I’d had. Even
when they’d been working with me, my clients often expressed a desire for something
additional to read, a book to help them travel their POP journey with more competency and meaning, maybe even more fun and healing.

1

That is healing work done by reading books, articles, and magazines.

The latest edition, entitled ”Dr. Spock’s Baby and Child Care, 8th Edition,” as authored by Benjamin Spock, M. D. and updated
by Robert Needlman, M. D., Pocket Books, New York, 2004.
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Heidi Murkoff and Sharon Mazel, published by Workman Publishing in 1984, currently in 4th edition and consistently on the
bestseller list.
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It was interesting that some of those most interested in reading a comprehensive
book were the elder parents themselves. Appreciating that their bodies, minds and
their relationships with their adult children were changing, savvy seniors wanted
to educate themselves as well as their children on how to best navigate the POPcycle
they were sharing. They’ve asked to pre-order four books, keeping one for themselves
but wanting three more to send their grown offspring.
I’d longed for a book that included and then went beyond a simple “how to” book
approach. My patients and I wanted and deserved something that helped us beyond
the activities of caregiving, picking up prescriptions or creating viable health care
proxies. We needed a book that would help us find the meaning, healing and joy of
doing POP.
Originally I’d hoped to find a memoir that might illustrate a micro-view, something up close and personal I could learn from. I’d thought that maybe by reading
another person’s story, I could more easily create the vision of how to do POP in my
own family? I’d wanted to locate a treatise on “How to Care for Your Mom and Dad
While Still Having Your Own Life” to address my concerns about how to balance all
my new POP responsibilities on top of everything else already “on my plate.” How
would this work for me, adding Jack and Lillian’s concerns to my existing stress, to
everyone else who was “competing” for my time and attention?
I’d also wanted to be shown a macro-view, as if I were standing up high on a movie
director’s crane or perched up on a tall tree branch. From there I could better “oversee” POP for the phenomenon it had become, something being replicated in millions of
homes across this nation and beyond, but especially in the States with our seemingly
shrinking “safety net” beneath America’s aging families.
Eventually I knew that it was I who’d have to sit down and write the book I’d so
desperately wanted but never found. My goal in doing so was to make the Parenting
Our Parents (POP) experience for you and so many others easier, more comprehensible and, yes, more enjoyable than it had been for me.
Since that catastrophic Christmas in 1997 when my family’s POPcycle began, of
course an awful lot has occurred. You and I now have the Internet and the electronic
world replacing books for many as their primary source of information. The web’s
capability to instantaneously and continuously connect us to each other and to vast
quantities of information has created extraordinary opportunities, ones that exceed
almost everyone’s expectations. The web is especially impressive with regard to the
its potential to bring together and invigorate communities online. Hmmm…
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At the same time I was working on this book, my concern was growing for the
fragmented and fragile social net under our nation’s most susceptible demographic,
our seniors. I began to see an expanded vision, one far bigger than any single family’s journey. I came to realize that those of us doing POP needed more than even a
good book.
What we also require is a POP community, a movement “behind“ all of us, something that will provide us momentum and successfully equip us to fulfill the enormous
responsibilities and accomplish the tasks in POParenting our own parents.
I began to imagine: what if those of us who choose to complete the Circle of Life this
way, by Parenting Our Parents, create our own POP community? Everyone would
benefit from having something in addition to a book to guide us. A POP community
would help us “prop up” ourselves and our fellow POParents as well. It could offer
us all information, advice, inspiration and online invitations to events, could show
us how to “do POP” by giving us examples, provide us models of good (or not-so-good)
POParenting to learn from. Maybe the government wouldn’t need to set up new institutions or provide additional benefits if we created a POP community that worked
well enough to yield our own safety net?
When you’re next awake at 3 AM worrying about your parents and how you’ll
best cope, no one from the government will be by your side helping to solve your
latest POP problem. Now however, you’ll possess two other very useful things close
by. You’ll have your copy of this book, “OH MY GOD! WE’RE PARENTING OUR
PARENTS: How to Transform this Remarkable Challenge into a Journey of Love”
and you’ll have your POP community at www.ParentingOurParents.org.
At the website, you’ll have access to extraordinary POParents 24/7. POParents
are people from families like yours. We are all alike in working to make this a time
of safety, healing, order and joy for everyone involved. The POP community consists
of geriatric “experts” and compassionate POParents, people like you and me who are
interested in healing the wounds of our past and creating loving family experiences
in our present. Www.ParentingOurParents.org is based on the premise that all of us
doing POP have much to teach and much to learn from each other and we all do some
of each – teaching and learning – in the POP community.
Writing this book presented “impediments” that were unknown to me when I began, much like parenting my parents had been. One of my biggest challenges was
publicly sharing the intimacies of my family’s POP journey. My Mom and Dad had
always guarded their privacy zealously, like so many of their generation. Writing
“My Story” almost felt like a betrayal, even though my parents had passed long before
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the book was published. Over time however, I came to realize that my folks would
applaud my literary efforts, knowing that our family’s experiences was being made
available to help others.
Moreover, the customary practice of my psychotherapy profession involves the
patient revealing his or her life story, not the therapist. Eventually I came to accept
that I needed to step outside that comfortable “anonymous zone” and allow you to authentically know my family and me. Only then would my words gain real credibility.
So why did I write this book and start this POP community? I did so because I
wanted to support you and others like you to manifest your vision of POP love and
loyalty. By being part of this new POP community, you and I may be “taking baby
steps” to positively alter the face and character of our nation. Should this book and
the POP community help you transform your family relationships into ones you’ve
always wanted, you will have made a significant contribution to there being more joy
in your life, the lives of your loved ones and even throughout our planet.

Chapter 1

Finding Out Our Parents Need
Someone To Help Them
My Story
During the previous few years, it hadn’t simply been my desire to spend time with
my parents that led me to make more trips cross-country. Instead, a protracted illness
plaguing Mom for “just too long” or an unexpected angiogram that my Dad needed
were the specific factors that motivated me to leave home in southern California for
New York City, especially during the bracing winter months. Even then, my visits to
see my Mom and Dad were neither as habitual nor as frequent as they’d soon become.
When I came to town that life-changing December, it had only been a matter of
months since I’d seen them last. Since I’d left home for college, my parents had always
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been so excited to see their only child that they’d come and pick me up from whatever
airport I flew into rather than wait for a taxi to deliver me to their apartment. But
this visit, in the freezing night air, no one was at the airport for me.
Not only was there no warm welcome, but when I called them on the phone from
the hotel where soon I would become a “regular,” my Dad was curt, monosyllabic and
distant. That was so unlike him. Also sounding extraordinarily exhausted, he tried
putting off getting together for dinner until the last possible moment. It seemed as if
Dad wished I would cancel the evening entirely.
When I finally met up with Lillian and Jack Wolf at a cozy neighborhood restaurant that unnerving evening, I didn’t recognize the old, worn-down couple in front
of me. Having always known her to be a perfectionist, my Mom’s appearance was
shocking. She looked like someone had pulled some old dress from the back of her
closet and stuffed her into it. Mom’s customary hairstyle – immaculately combed
and carefully organized into a white-haired bun – appeared to have had a comb
half-heartedly dragged through it. My hitherto elegant Mother would never have let
herself out of the house looking like that.
In other ways too, she was a shadow of her former self. My Mom’s breathing was
clearly labored as she dragged herself to our table at a glacial pace. When I kissed her
cheek, my Mom’s skin was eerily cold to the touch. My sense was that she was icy from
the inside all the way to the surface, not merely chilled by the cold temperatures outside.
Earlier in the week, when we’d spoken on the phone, I detected nothing unusual,
but the woman in front of me could hardly formulate whole sentences. She had difficulty following our conversation and couldn’t focus on the ordinary restaurant tasks
of reading a menu and ordering. When she allowed Dad to order her meal and then
speak for her, I knew something was seriously amiss. My “real” mother would never
have heard of such a thing.
Dad was acting nothing like his normal self either. He radiated fatigue of such
a deep nature that no amount of sleep looked like it would restore him. When I was
still back in L. A. talking to him long distance, his voice had been able to deceive me.
He had successfully concealed this complete exhaustion – physically, emotionally and
mentally – but now in person, I could see the true nature of his condition. One of my
Dad’s signature characteristics was his fascination with life’s details and his daughter; in my dating years I’d often had to pry my boyfriends away from talking to him.
But that night Jack showed little interest in anything.
As I lay tossing and turning in bed later that night, I couldn’t deny that there was
something very troubling going on. I’d wanted to chalk up my parents’ disturbing
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ways to “a bad evening.” Certainly we all have them, I told myself. But I just kept
thinking: Who stole my parents? Who were these doddering people?
I tried playing detective by thinking back to their histories. Generally, my Mom
had been as healthy and energetic as women years younger. However a few years before she’d contracted a case of pneumonia serious enough to require hospitalization.
During that stay, some attending doctor while conducting rounds informed me by
long-distance telephone that my Mom had dementia of the Alzheimer’s type. It was
a diagnosis I’d questioned at the time due to the tests he’d used and other factors, like
her being disoriented in an unfamiliar hospital setting. But lying in bed, I wondered
if what I was seeing now could be Alzheimer’s?
In 1974 I moved to California from the East Coast, where I’d been raised and
schooled. By the time I made this holiday visit in 1997, I’d lived out west for nearly 25
years. I was approaching middle age and my parents were each 85. Although I’d seen
aspects of my Mom’s memory dimming during earlier visits, I was shocked when that
doctor broke the “news” to me of his medical opinion. Watching her work her beloved
crossword puzzles for many years following this “diagnosis” supported my suspicion
that it had never been properly determined.
However this sleepless night in my search for a reasonable explanation of her
bizarre behavior, I feared that my Mom was finally “showing her Alzheimer’s.”
Understanding the slow and progressive course of the disease as I did from years of
working as a geriatric therapist, I soon ruled out that dementia had suddenly “descended” on my poor Mother. It wasn’t possible that she had declined so rapidly as to
need institutionalization, between the time on Monday when she’d talked lucidly on
the telephone and Friday when I saw her in the restaurant. There must be something
else going on… As for my Dad, I thought that perhaps he too had gotten sick while
caring for and worrying about Mom. I was troubled by his appearance and lack of
spirit as well.
My most pressing problem was to discover what was causing them to seem so unlike themselves – so very old and needy. The next morning, bleary-eyed from lack of
sleep, I called to arrange to have breakfast with them. Dad put me off, postponing
our getting together that day completely. “Mom’s still under the weather,” he said
casually. “Go enjoy your friends and the wonderful show at the Met.” The following
morning, I called again and got more excuses. In fact, Dad seemed more determined
than ever that I stay away.
A part of me wanted to obey him and let them rest alone. But another part just
couldn’t do the “Good Daughter” thing and comply because something wasn’t right.
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Once I’d made up my mind I needed to see for myself what was going on, the taxi-ride
across town seemed to take forever. The look on my Father’s face when he opened the
door to their apartment, and his cold stare were both foreign to me: “I told you not to
come. What are you doing here?” Once inside, the sight left me in shock, stone cold.
It wasn’t long before sad and even mad joined the emotion of shock.
My Mom, always so attentive to the appearance of her home, herself and her
things, had allowed their apartment to become caked with dust. I quickly calculated
that much dust must have taken a while to accumulate. I learned as I walked in but
couldn’t believe it that my folks had gotten rid of their longtime housekeeper at a time
when they particularly needed someone to clean and cook for them. Nostalgically, I
remembered how Dad used to joke that my Mom was so neat “she’d make the bed in
the middle of the night, even before I returned from the bathroom.” That seemed like
a lifetime ago.
Heading into their bedroom, I witnessed my venerable parents were sleeping in
sheets that had turned a deep gray from their original white. Neither of them had
taken a bath in several weeks, as it turned out. Mom had been too weak to navigate the
tub and Dad was afraid to leave her alone long enough to bathe himself. Predictably,
their moods were equally low. My Mom was confused, alternately passive and then
aggressive, even lashing out violently if she felt she was being “challenged.”
My Dad seemed deeply disturbed, not only by his own fatigue, but perhaps more
pressingly by his inability to care for his sick wife and whatever meaning he was attaching to that. It all seemed to be dangerously depressing him. I finally understood
why my Dad hadn’t wanted me to come over. They both had been hiding from me
the extent of their medical conditions, their home and their need for help! In that moment, I “feared” for all of us, for myself as well as for them. Things had gotten totally
out of control and someone needed to straighten them out.
There was no one but me. I had no siblings nor even close friends who lived near
enough to enlist for the type of help I was now envisioning my parents were going
to need. I previously had no plans to stop working; quite the opposite as I had just
started my “second” career thousands of miles away. Although surrounded by my
clearly dependent parents, I suddenly felt alone. And in spite of my years of seemingly relevant education and experience, I was lost and panicky.
I saw that I’d been pretty much ignoring the fact that someday my parents would
need help. I had been reluctant to ask them important questions until this crisis
forced me to. Up until that visit, I had avoided looking ahead and had made no plans
for my parents’ future. Now I needed to do a lot of back pedaling, thinking fast and
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catching up. My New York “vacation” had been scheduled to end in three more days
when I was slated to return to my life in California.
What life? My life – as I’d known it up until then -– seemed like it was about to
be altered forever. Slowly I saw there were significant choices I would need to make.
Would my attention, time and resources become increasingly trained on my parents?
It seemed I might be choosing to honor and preserve the threesome my life had begun
with or that “’til death do us part” might refer to my “new” relationship with my
parents! I might even have to contemplate parenting my own parents as my commitment grew over time.
Was I ready and willing to parent my own parents? They seemed to need something different from me than I’d ever considered before. If I decided to care for
Lillian and Jack, I might have to give up many of my previous pictures of how my life
was supposed to be. I would need to make important decisions, maybe different ones
than I’d previously expected.
I didn’t yet know that I would find myself maneuvering through complicated role
reversals, balancing my need for my parents’ safety with their “independence” and discovering how to honor both their wishes as well as my own. I couldn’t even imagine how
long caring for my parents might last or what kinds of changes I would need to face.
Nor did I realize at that moment that I’d remain “on call” and never leave a phone unanswered for the next ten years lest my parents or their doctors might need me.
But I’m getting ahead of myself. That freezing December morning at my folks’
home that marked the birth of our family’s POPcycle, there were no tree ornaments
or other symbols to suggest any festivities at the Wolf home. Instead, that morning
marked a time of intense nostalgia as the girl in me longed for the old days, when
things were fine. It felt like I was going through the rigors of birthing a new phase
of my life. Maybe more importantly in that moment, it felt like death – the end of
another era.
If I were to take on this challenge of parenting my own parents, things would have
to become different. Unlike when I was the child, I would be caring for them this time
around. Over the course of the years ahead, Lillian, Jack and I would need to reverse
our roles. That Christmas, we were beginning our last journey together, down a cycle
that would be one-directional and irreversible. I could see ahead enough to imagine
the way it would go: my parents would inevitably become increasingly unable to care
for themselves and the details of their lives. They would become more and more dependent on me. Simultaneously, I would become more and more responsible for them,
making more and more of their decisions and acting increasingly parental.
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Their Story – Dad
Since Lillian had started coughing and wheezing, maybe two weeks earlier, she had
become weaker and was acting more bizarrely each day. I too had come down with
something physically unpleasant, a tickle in my throat and some sneezing, but I avoided
taking my temperature. Instead, I just kept popping aspirin. I saw it as my responsibility to
look after Lillian, after all I always had.
When we’d first met, taking care of Lillian had been all I’d wanted. Our “fit” seemed a
natural. Not only was she a strikingly beautiful and smart woman, she was also the youngest
in a family of six, vulnerable from having lost her Dad as a mere girl of five. I was the eldest
son and I had always “protected” my younger brothers – organizing the boys, making sure
everyone had enough food and pocket money and that their homework was done. My Dad
didn’t pay that much attention to us kids. That was the way at the time. My Mom was absent
a lot, having been a political activist and a newspaper columnist. So I learned to do a lot of
“family caregiving” from the time I was fairly young. Probably it was also in my nature.
I had thought that looking after Lillian now, with her coughing and weakness, would be
fairly simple. I’d bring her what she needed – some aspirin, something to help her breathe
better, some chicken soup – but nothing I did was helping her much. My wife seemed to be
getting worse rather than better. I didn’t really know what to do.
As Lillian’s physical condition worsened, her behavior also became increasingly irrational.
She had been insistent that I not tell Jane how ill she had become. When I suggested we invite
Jane over to help us since she was in town, Lillian’s response had been immediate: “Absolutely
not! She’ll just want to come in here and tell me what to do,” Lillian had cried. I didn’t know
what to do but decided to keep my wife calm by agreeing with her. Usually that worked.
The night we met Jane for dinner at the restaurant was our first venture out of our apartment
in some weeks. It took a lot out of both of us. For days we hadn’t really bathed or changed
our clothes very often. I didn’t have enough strength to lift Lillian high enough to get her into
or out of our bathtub although we both did need to wash, after a while. When I reached the
point I knew I needed to bathe, I was afraid to leave her alone long enough to run my own tub
and soak there. So I just kept waiting, thinking eventually it would all pass and things would
return to normal. I was so exhausted I often couldn’t sleep. My body and mind were beyond
any fatigue I’d ever known, or at least as I can recall at this point.
In order to go out to meet Jane for dinner, I’d been forced to get some clean clothes on
Lillian and myself and to straighten her hair out as well. She would barely let me put a comb
through her beautiful white hair, generally perfectly organized but that night it looked all ratted
up and silly. I have hardly any hair of my own so tending hers was not something I did well.
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Dressing her was another matter. I found a dress in her closet that she used to like wearing
but she wasn’t very cooperative. When I was done, she looked amazingly disheveled as if
someone had poured her into someone else’s dress. I thought to change her but didn’t have
the energy to start all over again.
I know Jane was taken aback that first night when she saw us both, especially Lillian.”
My approach was just to get us through the evening – order for Lillian, eat and make some
conversation I can’t even remember. I was so stressed, trying to keep everything seem
“normal.” I was still hoping that pacifying Lillian would get us beyond this particular crisis and
then we’d be able to get back home without Jane’s becoming too “suspicious.
Putting Jane off for a day or two after that dinner seemed to work. But then she showed up
unexpectedly at our front door, after I’d told her specifically not to come. Finding Jane there
was a shock. Her Mother and I had always encouraged her to have “a mind of her own” and
I’d been proud to see her develop as a bright and independent thinker. But Jane was also an
obedient girl, having given us no real trouble and doing what we’d asked of her most of the
time, as far as I knew. That morning was the first time I remember her ever defying me directly.
While we were on the phone I’d said clearly to my daughter: “Do not come here” but before it
was even out of my mouth, she was at our door.
I wouldn’t have tried to keep the state of Lillian’s ill health or our home from Jane,
if it were totally up to me. I thought Lillian’s dissembling was ill conceived, especially
since Jane was coming to town and, most certainly, would observe the condition of
our apartment and our health. But Lillian had always been concerned to “be her own
person” and had some fearfulness that Jane would take that away: she had also become
increasingly paranoid as this illness wore on. I had been torn, wanting Jane to know but
not wanting to upset Lillian.
And then all of a sudden, Jane was there at our door. I felt like we’d been caught redhanded!! After my shock and short-lived anger retreated, I recognized I was enormously
relieved! I didn’t have to hide anything anymore. The “truth” Jane saw was not pretty. Lillian
had always been a perfectionist about her home and her appearance and a really clean
person. But she had begun to let everything go. She didn’t open the mail or clean a dish.
Things were just used and then left everywhere. The dust was caked on our beautiful antiques
she and I had so carefully chosen years before. I understood how badly my wife must have
been feeling to let everything go like this. To Jane’s eyes, the current scene was the exact
opposite of her childhood home: it must have been frightening.
We hadn’t changed the sheets or done a laundry in a while either, so Lillian and I were
sleeping on pretty badly graying sheets. Everything was becoming harder and harder to take
care of. Things were piling up around us. I had taken to calling in for our meals from our favorite
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delis and coffee shops in the neighborhood, so we did stay fed. As or me, I was desperate to
see Lillian’s special smile reappear and I would have done anything to bring it back.
Now that Jane had seen fit to defy me and show up, I knew that she would help me.

Your story
If you are fortunate enough to still have “older” living parents or other close loved ones
who are seniors, you must have seen them change over time. Whether your attention was
drawn to this slowly and imperceptibly through the years or dramatically one day, you must
have seen that, after a while, even the most robust of our elders starts to “slow down.”
Not everyone has as dramatic or traumatic a Christmas “revelation story” as I did, thankfully.
Your discovery that your parents need help will come in its own way. Maybe you first “noticed”
when your parents uncharacteristically began asking you for advice and then actually took
it. Or maybe your folks simply started expecting you to help them with many more things, far
more often than they used to. Perhaps it was your Mother-in-law’s continued refusal to accept
your help when she clearly needed it that caught your eye.
Maybe your Mom took a fall a few months ago and even though she tries, she can’t really
get “back on her feet.” Now maybe she’s having trouble going back to work and even getting
to the market. Cooking, which she’d always loved, is becoming a chore. She’s feeling badly
that she can’t take care of your kids on Saturdays, as she used to. According to recent report,
eighty (80%) percent of patients in skilled nursing6 homes took such a fall. Sixty-five (65%)7
percent of those will never return to living in their own homes.
Or perhaps your “wake-up” call came in the form of your Dad’s calling you, incensed
about some man repeatedly phoning him about some unpaid hospital bill who is getting
increasingly hostile. Although he doesn’t remember being hospitalized, your Dad would like
this bill paid just to stop the disturbing phone calls. Maybe he did pay the bill, he tells you.
He’s not really sure if he’s been in a hospital recently or not, so he’s asked you: “Honey, would
you please speak to this man for me? It would really help me out.”
Maybe your parents have recently stopped coming to Sunday night dinners at your house.
At first they offered weak excuses, but one day your Mom finally revealed: “Your Dad doesn’t
like to drive at night any more.” On a hunch, on your next visit to your parents’ home, you take
a look at his vintage car and notice the passenger door is dented and the car has a flat tire.
You reason that it’s more than “night driving” your Father is no longer doing. You wonder if
6
7
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he’s been afraid to drive or if he even should. Did your Dad have an accident? Was anyone
hurt? Is there a lawsuit pending? Is he confused on the road? Is he afraid to tell you that he
dented the car? Maybe he really wants you to know. You ask a few more questions and find
out: “I had a small accident. I didn’t think you needed to know.”
These examples may provide you “telltale” signs that your parents are beginning to need
some help. The people who raised you may now need you and/or your siblings or even an
occasional caregiver8 to do a few tasks so everything can “get back to normal.” But your
parents, like mine, will continue to slow down, progressively age and eventually, if they live
long enough, your parents may resemble childlike, even infantile, versions of their earlier
selves. You are witnessing the final chapter in the Circle of Life, the POPcycle.
As you look to pay further attention to these “initial” signs of aging and stop to evaluate
your parents’ level of frailty, fragility or even “senility,” you may also be catching a glimpse of
yourself. You may be choosing to enter a unique part of your own life cycle that begins with
your noticing your parents need help. If you also choose to parent your own parents, you will
be joining a special cadre consisting of tens of millions of loving people who are taking on
more and more responsibility for our aging parents’ wellbeing.
Soon you may be taking your parents to their doctor appointments where you often act as
their historians, truth-tellers and translators. Then you’re probably finding yourself interceding for
your parents with Medicare9 and Social Security10. Next, you’re getting their “all too numerous”
prescriptions filled and re-filled and picking up some adult diapers –- since you’re already at
the pharmacist. And before long, you’re paying their delinquent, “misplaced” bills, shopping
for healthier food for your Mom and Dad. And one bizarre day soon, you may be telling the
very people from whom you used to borrow the family car that they need to stop driving.
Many of you have begun attending to your aging parents, some full-time and some parttime. Your involvement is likely to soon become critical to your parents’ everyday living.
The truth is that you and I are developing new relationships with our senior parents, ones we
probably never expected we would have. Over the course of time, you are likely to become
substantially involved in your parents’ lives emotionally, financially and even spiritually. Some
of you may leave your jobs, give up your homes and move across states to POParent your
folks. Given the longevity of today’s seniors and the current offering of new medical treatments
and pharmaceuticals, no matter how many years you “raised” your children, you may end up
parenting your parents for even longer.
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If you choose to parent your parents, you will be joining me and countless others
who’ve made the similar choice – to Parent Our Parents, to do POP. You will be part of the
millions of loving adult children who are deciding we wish to devote ourselves to caring
for our aging relatives and making this POP time a special one for all concerned. Your
realization of your parents’ aging and neediness and the requirement that you face this
decision may be as shocking as mine was. Ultimately, you may join us in saying: OH MY
GOD! WE’RE PARENTING OUR PARENTS! We’re doing POP!! And “doing Mom” too, as it
usually turns out.
Choosing to do POP at this important juncture can provide unexpected opportunities for
completion and closure for you, your family and certainly for your parents. How you choose to
use this special time is limited only by your imagination. Some of you will make up for “missed
time” from the past. Others of you will establish more intimate connections with your parents
than you’ve ever had before. Still others of you will undo decades-long estrangements with
your parents and siblings.
How will you know if your time for doing POP may have begun? How might your parents
display their “changes” to you? How can you learn to read the signs soon enough so that,
hopefully, you will have figured this out before you face the kind of crisis I encountered.
Will you be able to demonstrate the necessary confidence, “guts” and/or determination to
discover whether, how much and when your parents need POParenting?
You will need a method to evaluate your parents’ needs at this point and then again later.
Likely you will have to do so repeatedly over your years of doing POP. To help you better
conceptualize what is happening developmentally between you and your parents, their
growing dependency and your increased responsibility and decision-making, I offer you “the
POPcycle” (not necessarily pronounced “Popsicle”).
You can “chart” the relevant factors in your senior parents’ functional dependence/
independence to see when, where and how you will want or need to increase the support
and protection for your aging loved ones. It is useful to have the POPcycle as a measurement
of where your parents are since the chronological model that pediatricians use to assess your
child’s development is of little value to the geriatrician or the POP family seeking to evaluate
your aging parents’ development. The POPlan (POPlan) below will help you become better
informed about many elements of your parents’ needs.
Once you’ve done your initial assessment of your parents’ current circumstances, you
will need to discover many other important things. You will either choose to “jump in” or else
discover if there is or can be someone else to take on the POP job. But for that, you will want
to move on to chapter 2.
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Poplan #1: Assessing Where Your Aging Parents Are
On The Popcycle
This POPlan like the others in each subsequent chapter is aimed at concentrating your
attention on what you’ll need to do to successfully complete this stage in your family’s
POPcycle.
Your goal is to produce the most accurate evaluation possible of your aging loved
ones, who are the first part of the POPcycle equation. Although there are two parts to the
equation, first you must assess your parents to discover the extent of their needs, now and
in the predictable future. Then, in the upcoming chapter you will look at the second part,
you, the POP generation. What is it you’re willing and able to give your aging parents?
What resources, time, money, energy, skills and motivations do you have to POParent your
loved ones?
Part of the task in understanding your parents’ needs is trying to predict and plan for
the unknown future. How do your parents’ current needs, dependencies and disabilities
inform you about their future ones? No one can see into the future but you can best plan
ahead when you know what shape your parents are in physically, cognitively, financially,
dentally, legally, emotionally and even spiritually today.
Begin your inquiry with these three organizing principals.
•

Who are the best people to help you evaluate your parents’ current and predictable POP needs?

•

What specific steps can you take to evaluate your parents’ existing conditions accurately so you know how to create a workable and well-thought-out POPlan?

•

When should you start to evaluate your parents to make your first POPlan – how will
you know it’s time?

The first thing to do is to determine who are the best people to help you assess your
aging parents? Obviously that will vary from family to family but it’s likely you will want to
create a “POP core group,” consisting of those most active in making these POP decisions
and then seeing them through. You may wish to include in your “POP core group” your
siblings (hopefully, all of them), your life partner, children, grandchildren, perhaps your
business partner and, if it seems appropriate, your parents themselves.
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You may also wish to put together a larger and changing “TEAM POP” including any
or all of the following: your parents’ minister, accountant, physicians, psychotherapist and
physical therapist. At this juncture, these professionals may offer much help in your initial
assessment. You may also meet periodically to hear other information they will provide
you to update your assessment. Others, such as your parents’ caregivers, those providing
them domestic help and even your parents’ neighbors may all have relevant data and
become part of your TEAM POP. During this assessment phase, you will find it helpful to
have as much information from as many people as possible. You can learn a lot from a
kindly neighbor who regularly sees your Mom taking a walk every morning or doesn’t see
her. People on TEAM POP can be added or removed at different stages of the POPcycle
as they are needed.
I am a big fan of the team approach to support your aging parents and your family as
you go through your POPcycle. Teams can offer POP families much support, emotional
and practical, to undermine things that seem much more frightening if and when we’re
POParenting alone. Your being able to talk with others who are part of TEAM POP, committed
like you are to your parents’ wellbeing, will ease your individual burden and often improve
how you’re doing your POP task.
Although amassing the people on your team in one location at one time may be difficult,
you can use technological advances to your family’s advantage rather than delaying
these meetings or missing the attendance of important members, Today’s world provides
you tools not available as recently as the late 1990’s when I began POParenting my folks.
To maximize the involvement of desired participants at meetings, I use videoconferencing/
Skype and teleconferencing for all kinds of multi-person conversations.
This technology is especially useful when I’m doing POP Family Coaching, 11 a
program I designed to help families navigate through the POPcycle or I’m convening
other TEAM POP meetings: everyone on the call can speak and be heard and,
depending on your technology, sometimes you can even see each other on your
computer screens.
If your family is one where communications have become loud or very upsetting
when certain matters appear on the agenda, you might consider asking a professional
– a family or spiritual counselor or someone trained specifically in POP Family Coaching
– to “moderate” or translate during difficult family meetings. This counselor or POP Family
POP Family Coaching™ is a customized program in which your family is coached to navigate the stages of your POPcycle
on an as needed basis. For more information about finding or becoming a POP family coach, go to www.ParentingOurParents.
org.
11
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Coach can facilitate hearing each other’s points of view and “good intentions” during
group meetings, ultimately helping your family to craft workable solutions.
Should you include your aging parents in your initial assessment process and if so, at
what point? Again, the answer will vary from family to family. Since you know your parents,
ask yourself this: if they aren’t a part of these initial meetings, how might that impact their
participating later one? Are your parents willing and able to talk about their conditions,
fears and their need for help? If they are capable of participating and offering valuable
insights, will they comply with a POPlan if they aren’t part of its creation? Or in your family,
will there never be a POPlan if your Mom and Dad are “in” on the initial meetings since no
one else will feel free to speak honestly?
We know that timing is frequently critical to the successful resolution of most interpersonal
matters. Be aware that seniors are usually better able to focus earlier in the day, less so
after the sun goes down.12 Their moods may also vary with the time of day and, like most of
us, your parents are more difficult to deal with when they are hungry, angry, lonely or tired.
Use your intuition and years of experience with your parents to gain the most desired
POP results. For example, if your big brother Bobby still has “a way” with your Mama and
makes her smile wider than anyone else, make sure he’s present when you’re having more
“difficult” talks with your Mom. You may also find that your parents give different responses
to the same question depending upon who’s asking or who’s present at the time.
Since you’ve ascertained the best people to help you in your POP evaluation, those
you’ll question to learn the answers and you’ve decided whether or not to include your
parents in the early conversations, your next step is discovering what specific steps should
you take to accurately and fully evaluate your parents’ current conditions?
Prepare and then go down your list of POP-related questions and ask everyone
involved to contribute anything relevant into a “pool” of information.
Learn everything you can about any of your parents’ recent changes in their abilities/
disabilities as this will ultimately help your assessment and planning.
When someone offers an opinion, inquire as to how the person reached that conclusion
so your family can best understand the basis for everyone’s point of view rather than just
accepting their opinions or conclusions as fact.
If possible, always seek specifics and examples when someone “concludes” something
about your aging loved ones.
12

Hence the clinical term “sun-downing” to describe this diminished cognitive state.
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Your assessment is not complete if you only find out about your parents’ bodies. At the
minimum, you’ll also need to know a fair amount about their minds, their spirits and their
money. Realistically, there may come a time when you need to know about every aspect
of their lives – just as you did if you ever raised a child.
If your aging relatives are able to supply information, someone or several people in the
family will need to ask them many questions and also to “evaluate” their answers. You’ll
recall that my parents weren’t very straightforward with me in the beginning; you too may
need to “read between the lines” on occasion.
This assessment may also require TEAM POP members to act as detectives, looking
around your parents’ bathrooms, checking into their refrigerators, eying unopened bills
on your parents’ desk. Remember that you’re not there to judge your parents nor their
choices, just to evaluate their abilities – to live alone, care for themselves, write their own
checks. Does it seem to you that your parents can live safely where they’re now living?
Do they make good decisions on their own? How would they respond to an emergency
without others around to help them?
Asking the right questions should reveal what solutions are appropriate. For example,
if you receive these types of answers when you question yourself about your parents,
consider it a red flag. There’s POParenting ahead.
Q: How “reliable” are my parents to be their own medical or legal “historians” if they go
alone to meet with such professionals? Do I believe I’m really hearing what happened
there? A: NO.
Q: Have I been able to verify all the information given me by my parents? A: I SURE
TRIED, BUT IT’S NOT EASY GETTING A STRAIGHT ANSWER FROM MY FOLKS AND THE
DOCTORS DON’T WANT TO TALK BECAUSE OF THEIR CONCERNS ABOUT CONFIDENTIALITY
AND HIPAA.
Q: Is my parents’ version of what happened yesterday accurate? A: NOT REALLY AND
RARELY IS IT COMPLETE.
You may need to designate a family member, one best suited, to become your parents’
“POP doc accompanier” and advocate. Perhaps the designee, local to your parents and
their physicians, could go to doctor visits with your parents and may be the best one to
receive your parents’ hitherto confidential information. Interestingly, my senior patients tell
me that they get “better” medical attention, longer visits and more answers to their queries
when their adult children accompany them to doctors. Does your family have someone
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who’s well informed about Medicare or willing to learn, maybe not intimidated by doctors
or insurance companies?
Finally, you will need to ask yourself this: when should I start to evaluate my parents
to make our first POPlan – how will I know it’s time? Frankly, there is little danger in erring
on the side of evaluating your parents “too soon,” aside from the possibility that you may
annoy or anger them. If you see a “telltale” sign or someone who knows your parents
sends you a message of their concerns, it would be okay to start your assessment then.
If your parents have been hiding their limitations from you, you have a better chance of
helping them if you uncover their disabilities sooner rather than later. On the other hand, if
your evaluation turns out to reveal they are functioning well on their own and doing POP is
“a bit premature,” your parents will likely be grateful that you care enough and that they’re
“fine.”
A word of caution: even if you’ve done a recent assessment, that doesn’t preclude
that things might have changed quickly. They often do with your senior parents. I would
say that when anyone – your parents’ caregiver, dentist or even a neighbor –tells you of
any notable change in your parents, you will want to pay attention and perhaps contact
TEAM POP for a quick conference call and a bit more investigation. It may be that getting
answers to a few more questions may make a huge difference in your parents’ wellbeing.
Your parents may well move down the POPcycle quickly or inexplicably. It may be
just a cold or flu that “got them down” but now your aging folks might need a great deal
more help. Or it may be a temporary setback that requires your immediate POParental
attention.

ask yourself these questions to dEVELOP your initial POP evaluation of your
aging parents:
When did your parents’ doctors, dentists, lawyers, mental health professionals, etc. last
“examine” each of your parents? What did those people observe, predict and recommend?
How do you know that? How “reliable” are your parents to be their own medical or legal
“historians” when they go alone to professional visits or tell you what happened there?
Have your parents followed up on the recommendations made? Are matters improving,
staying the same or worsening? Have you gotten the necessary consents to be allowed to
communicate with your parents’ doctors? Have you verified any information given you by
your parents? Is it accurate?
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Do you observe that your parents have a limited ability to learn new things? How does
that impact their everyday lives? What is the state of your parents’ short-term memories?
Does that seem to pose a problem for their everyday living? How so? Could your parents
be hiding the full extent of their limitations? How can you learn if that’s so?
Are your parents set up with the wills or trusts or other documents they want or will
need? Would your helping them do so put their minds at greater rest? How well prepared
are your parents financially for living into their future years, especially considering the everescalating medical and care expenses? Do they still work or are they already retired? Do
your folks feel the need to do something productive and can they volunteer, mentor or
foster others?
Do your parents need help to manage their money, pay their bills on time, make
budgets, discover how to save and when to spend? Do they own their own home? Have
your parents recently obtained a reverse mortgage? Would you be informed if they forgot
to make a payment? Do your parents already have estate documents such as wills and
trusts signed, executed and safely stored? Do they have a Power of Attorney13 and a
Durable Health Proxy14 that legally designate others to make their decisions? Would that
be supportive? Are they capable of executing such paperwork now?

Now that you’ve assessed your parents’ needs, that side of the POPcycle equation,
you’re going to have another candid assessment to conduct. This time it will be about you.
We will talk more about this in chapter 2, but for now you may want to consider:
•

How willing and able are you to be there for your parents?

•

Are you okay with performing some limited POP tasks but not necessarily willing to
“be responsible” and really POParent them?

•

Are you already feeling overburdened from previously existing commitments?

•

Do you have siblings who are committed to your parents’ wellbeing who live closer
or may otherwise be better equipped to POParent them?

•

What are your options if, and when, your parents’ needs increase? (And likely as
not, they will.)

How do your parents feel about themselves emotionally or spiritually? How do you
know that? Are they at peace with their life experiences emotionally? Are your beloved
seniors anxious about the unknown? Can you comfort them? Do your folks have a religious
or spiritual counselor who could help them with their concerns?
Whew!! Take another breath yourself. Now, please stop and congratulate yourself!
By knowing good questions to ask, locating the right people to help you and having the
courage to begin, you’re on the road to getting what and whom you’ll need to begin doing
POP. Soon you will have designed your first POPlan, your family’s initial plan. If it’s anything
like mine, it will change repeatedly.
But now take a couple of moments to acknowledge your efforts and yourself. Try every
day to consider and hold on to this uplifting thought: No matter the past, by POParenting
today you’re bringing an irreplaceable gift to your parents and to yourself. By repeating
that sentiment over and again, like a mantra of hope and peacefulness, you will be helping
yourself become a more loving parent to your parents and supporting yourself to do a
better POP job.
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